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CENTRAL ZONE



VALPARAISO AND VINA DEL MAR TOUR
 
We´ll start the tour from Santiago straight to the pacific ocean in a 120 kms trip, from your hotel or house.
Curacavi valley will give us the chance to see the diversity of sceneries there, and then we´ll reach the Casablanca valley. On the road we´ll 
stop in the typical hostelry Millahue, where the passengers will have the chance to taste the typical chilean drink chicha. By arriving at 
Valparaiso ( mayor port and parliament city), the amazing and marvelous buried deep houses on the hills of Valparaiso will get us surprised 
by making this city picturesque. We´ll make a sightseeing tour , Victoria Square, Sotomayor Square, Naval heroes Monument, May 21st 
Lookout .
 
A Walk up to the hills waits for you, one or two elevators can be chosen or a bay tour can be made or maybe we can visit the Nobel prize poet 
Pablo Neruda´s house La Sebastiana( entrance fees are not included ).
 
Viña del Mar is the next stop, City known as the Garden City, some remarkable places from this beach resort are the flowers clock, the Casino 
and Reñaca beach where you´ll have time for lunch at your own expense. After lunch everyboby can spend a little spare time on the beach.
 
Lastly before going back trough the coast road to Santiago, we´ll show you the Quinta Vergara. ,
place which is known for the international song festival. The tour finishes at your place.

Valparaíso/Viña del Mar/Santiago



Santiago is a city that o�ers many places to visit and experiences to live, making it impossible to explore it in one day; but on this tour we 
have made an big e�ort and we have prepared a route that includes all those places you cannot miss during your stay in our capital. This is 
the “Santiago City Tour”, and includes hills, markets, buildings, tourist lookouts, government houses, emblematic neighborhoods, and others 
important attractions.

Our goal is that through this tour, you can know part of our history, architecture, culture and admire our city from one of the highest spots of 
San Cristobal Hill. As we want you to see the city of di�erent points of view, then you will take part of this tour walking and other part on 
private transportation.

To ensure you have a more personalized experience during this day trip, we take parties of up to 6 people. However, we are always happy to 
plan a day out for fewer people if you want something even more personalized.
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Itinerary
·         Hotel pick up at 9:30
·         Hotel drop o� at 18:00
What’s included?
·         City Tour in Santiago
·         Lunch (aperitif, starter, main course, dessert 
and co�ee)
·         Guide (available in English and Spanish)
·         Private transport
·         Passenger Insurance
·         Souvenir
·         Co�ee and snacks for the journey and plenty of 
mineral water to keep you hydrated!
What’s not?
·         Tips for the guide, driver, and serving sta�, 
which may be o�ered at your discretion.

When can you travel and how much does it cost?
·         Cost per person: $95.000 Chilean pesos.
·         This price is based on a group of 6 persons, but if you’re a 
smaller group and you want to have a more private experience 
just send us an email and we can let you know the adjusted 
price.
More information
·         A minimum of 2 people is required for the tour.
·         Payment should be made on cash at the end of the tour.
·         Although the price is quoted in Chilean pesos, this can be 
converted to US dollars depending on the rate of exchange on 
the day of the trip.
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